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Here are some Facts you should share with your local shippers 
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When customers ship through Priority Mail®, they get a number of services in 

addition to our already-low pricing—at no extra cost. This helps further reduce 

costs and provides greater convenience for your customers. 

• Free Package Pickup1 

• Free Priority Mail® shipping boxes and envelopes 

• Free insurance for packages valued up to $50 or $1002 

• Free Hold for Pickup 

• Free package forwarding  

• Free returned packages if undeliverable or unclaimed 

• Free address correction 

• Free USPS Tracking® 

 

[DISCLAIMERS] 

1. For details on free Package Pickup, go to usps.com/pickup. 

2. Free insurance up to $50 for most shipments. Free insurance up to $100 for most shipments when using Commercial Plus 

pricing. To qualify for included insurance, a shipment must meet certain requirements, such as having an applicable bar code. 
For details, visit https://www.usps.com/ship/priority-mail.htm. Insurance does not cover certain items. For details regarding 
claim exclusions, see sections 609.4.3 (Non-payable Claims), 609 (Filing Indemnity Claims for Loss or Damage), and 503.4 
(Insured Mail) of the Domestic Mail Manual at http://pe.usps.com. 
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As always, Priority Mail does not have surcharges for residential deliveries, fuel 
surcharges, rural deliveries and Saturday is considered a regular delivery day. And we 
now deliver packages on Sunday as well (in certain destinations). 
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In addition to our outstanding tracking technology, we also provide tools to make 

your customers’ shipping experiences even easier. 

 

USPS Web Tools® APIs let you install powerful shipping and tracking apps on 

your website for seamless, simple customer service. Free and easy to use, 

USPS Web Tools APIs save you time and money while adding further value to 

your shipping capabilities. 

 

• Address information 

• Address verification and correction of errors in street addresses, including 

abbreviations and missing information, before packages are sent 

• 24/7 track and trace with email updates 

• Tracking and delivery information 

• Price calculator 

• Shipping label printing 

• Package Pickup requests 
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Whether you ship 1 or 50 packages per month, you can easily pay for postage and print 
shipping labels online. All you'll need is a free USPS.com® account. 
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This is a screenshot of the new USPS meter label solution, previously known as 
Click-N-Ship for Business. 

 

USPS meter label solution is free desktop software for businesses that regularly 
ship 50-100 packages a month. 
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This is a screenshot of the payment option page. Your payment options are meter, 
permit or eVS. 
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Now we’re going to talk about Click-N-Ship Business Pro. For shipments of at least 50 
pieces or a combined weight of 50 lbs. or more, Click-N-Ship Business Pro is 
downloadable desktop software to help you get the job done. 
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We want to position ourselves in the market where small and medium businesses have 
a need to ship, but shipping is not their primary function. They have enough volume 
that a single label solution like CNS is redundant work, and they may want to do 
business directly with us rather than through a PC Postage provider or consolidator. At 
the same time, their shipping needs may not be enough to justify the cost and IT 
support needed to integrate with a shipping software… 

Not a one size fits all solution 
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Highlight the bullets on the screen. 
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So what does this all mean?  

 

• Numerous affordable and reliable shipping and returns options that may help 

you reach your business objectives 

• Savings that could enable you to offer reduced-cost or free shipping to 

customers without cutting into your bottom line 

• Delivery experiences that could help make your business more competitive 

and increase repeat purchases 
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